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An analysisis presentedof the sound propagationand attenuationin a circular duct carrying a uniform
mean flow and lined with an anisotropicporous material backed by cellular cavities. A combination of a
fourth-order Runge-Kutta routine and a Newton-Raphsonprocedureis used to determinethe effectsof
the liner properties,the flow Mach number, and the soundfrequencyon the attenuationof spinningand
nonspinningmodes.The resultsshow that low-frequencynoiseis better attenuatedby anisotropicliners.
The optimum liner is the one whoseaxial resistivityincreaseswith increasingfrequency.
Subject Classification: [43] 20.45, [4•] 20.•$; [4•] $0.40.

INTRODUCTION

backed by the impervious wall of the duct (see Fig. 1).

One approach of reducing the noise generated internally is to acoustically treat the walls of the duct systems. Acoustic liners can be broadly classified into
point- and bulk-reacting liners.

The problem is formulated by setting up the governing equations describing the wave propagation within
the duct, the porous material and the cavities and the
corresponding boundary conditions.

A point-reacting liner is by definition a liner that
permits propagation only in the direction normal to the
duct walls. Analysis of the effect of such a liner on the
attenuation of sound is carried out by either representing the effect of the liner by a semiemperical impedance or by coupling the waves in the duct with those in

the liner. • Kaiser, Shaker, andNayfeh•' demonstrated
that the semiemperical impedance mode is inadequate
in many cases such as when the thickness of the porous
sheet is.not small compared with the half-width of the
cross

section.

A bulk-reacting

liner is a liner that permits

wave

We make lengths, time, and pressure dimensionless

by usingto, to/ca, andPac], respectively. Here, r 0 is
the radius of the duct, ca is the sound, and Pa is the
ambient density.

A. Governing
equations
withintheduct
Each flow quantity is assumed to be the sum of a uniform steady mean quantity and a nonuniform unsteady
quantity.
For sinusoidal, inviscid, acoustic waves, the
dimensionless acoustic pressure can be expressed in
cylindrical coordinates as the superposition of the normal

propagation
in more thanonedirection. Scotta analyzed
the effect of isotropic bulk-reacting

p(x, r, O,t) = rk(r)exp[i(kx - cot+rnO)],

liner on the wave

propagationin plane ducts without mean flow. Scott's

theorywas verified by several investigators.4-8 Nayfeh, Sun, andTelionis9 analyzedwavespropagatingin
two-dimensional and circular ducts carrying sheared
mean flows and lined with isotropic porous materials.

modes

(1)

where cois the dimensionless frequency, rn is the spinning mode number, k is the dimensionless propagation
constant whose imaginary part a, is the attenuation

rate, and tpis givenby•

rk"+r'•rk' +[(Mk- co)•'-k•'-(rn•'/r•')]rk=O .

However,the experimentalresults of Bokor4'øindicate

(2)

planes of the fibers are larger than those in their

Here, primes denote differentiation with respect to the
argument and M is the Math number of the mean flow.
The dimensionless radial velocity component v is re-

planes. Kurze andV6r•øanalyzedthe effect of aniso-

latedto p by•

that most porous materials
their

resistivities

are anisotropic because

and structure

tropic porous materials

factors

normal

to the

on waves propagating in two-

dimensionalductswithoutmeanflows. NayfebandSunxx
extended the analysis of Kurze and V•r by including the
effects of a uniform mean flow, an arbitrary inclination of the fibers with respect to the duct axis, and a
cellular backing cavity. In this paper, we extend the
latter analysis to circular ducts.

r
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I. PROBLEM

/

FLOW

FORMULATION

The problem considered is that of acoustic waves
propagating in an acoustically treated semi-infinite circular duct carrying a uniform mean flow. The acoustic
liner consists of a homogeneous, rigid, anisotropic
porous material followed by cellular cavities and

FIG. 1o Flow configuration.
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v =i

- (igw/c•)p, + V. (MVpp)
=0 o

Hence

(14)

Assumingthatp,: ½,(r)exp[i(kx- wt+toO)],we rewrite
Eq. (14) as

v- i (Mk- w)'x •' exp[i (kx- •ot+toO)].

r2• ' +(Axr+AzrZ)½•+(Aa+A•r+Asr2)½•=O
, (15)
B. Governing equations within the cavities
The

effects

of the mean

flow within

where

the liner

can be

A• : 1+imMi•(M• + M•), A• =ikMl•(M•a+ Ma•),

assumedsmall providedthat (paca/ro•a*)<<
1, where
is the resistivity of the porous material in the axial direction.
For cellular honeycomb cavities with small
cross section, the acoustic propagation in these cavities can be assumed to be one dimensional.
Thus, the
dimensionless acoustic pressure Pc in the cavities can
be expressed as the superposition of the normal modes

pc=Co(r)exp[i (kx - oot
+ me)] ,

Aa: - m•M• Mll , A•=kMll [iM•a- m(M•a
+Ma•)] , (16)
As: - M ;l[k ZMaa
+ (inm/c•)] .
When Mm,=0 if m ½n, Eq. (15) simplifies to

(4)
D. Boundary conditions

Where

c+co24>c=
0.

(5)

At the center of the duct, p must be finite; hence,

The dimensionless radial velocity vc can be expressed

as in Eq. (3) provided that M is set equal to zero. The
result

is

vc=- iw'• ½•exp[i(kx- •ot+me)] .

(18)
As a result of the vanishing of the radial component of
velocity in the cavities at the impervious wall

(6)

C. Governing equations within the porous material

'The porous material is assumed to be rigid and homogeneous but anisotropic.
For the case of no mean
flow, the acoustic field in the porous material is gov-

ernedbyx

p•(av"•/at)
+vp•+(yv•=0,
fi(ap•/at)+v. v"•=
0,
cop ,
p•= c•'

(7)
(8)
(9)

where the subscript p denotes dimensionless acoustic
quantities in the porous material, i'• is the porosity,

pc=s/9 is the dimensionlesseffectivedensity, s is the

%= 0 or • = 0 at r = 1+ b+ h .

(19)

Although the viscosity can be neglected within •e duct
and the cavities, it cannot be neglected near the boundaries where the viscous effects are important. With
very small viscosity, the mean boundary layers can be
approximated by vortex sheets across Which the pressure and the particle displacement are continuous. If

r= l + vxexp[i(kx- •t+ me)] =d r= 1+ b+ vzexp[i(kx
-mt+ toO)]denote, respectively, the •sitions of the
vortex sheets that separate the flow in the duct from
that in the porous material and the flow in the porous
material from that in the cavities, the 1inearized forms
of the continuity of pressure =d particle displacement
across

structurefactor,x2(•=(•.r0/p"cais the dimensionless

these

vortex

sheets

are

,

(20)

v + i(oo- Mk) Vx= 0 at r = 1 ,

(21)

sound.In general,ceis a complexnumberX•';
it is real

v•+ icoth = 0 at r= 1 ,

(22)

only at high frequencies (above 1000 Hz) and at low frequencies (below 100 Hz). In'general, the resistivity (•

Pp=Pcat r=l+b

,

(23)

v•=vc at r= l+b ,

(24)

p=p• at r=l

resistivity, (•* is a characteristic dimensional resistivity,

and the

and ce is the dimensionless effective speed of

structure

factors

are

second-order

tensors

rather than scalars becausethe resistivity andthe
structure

factor

of a fibrous

material

normal

to the

fi-

bers are larger thanthosein their plane.4'xø

without subscript refer to the duct. Equations (21),
(22), and (24) were derived from the continuityof particle displacement condition DF/Dt= 0 on both sides of

Eliminatingppfrom Eqs. (8) and(9) yields

(•/c z,)(op•/ot)+V. v•=0.

where the subscripts p and c refer, respectively, to
the porous material and cavities, and the quantities

(10)

For sinusoidalwaves of frequency •o, Eqs. (7) and (10)

a vortexsheet,whereF(•, t)= 0 is the equation
describing the position of the vortex sheet.

become

III.

v•: MVp•,
- (i•co/c2
e)p•+V- v•=O,

(11)
(12)
(13)

Eliminating
v'•fromEqs. (11)and(12)givesthefollowing equation:

PROBLEM

The solution of Eq. (2) that is boundedat the origin
is

½: c••r•(gr) ,

where

M: [(isoo/n)- (•]'• .

EIGENVALUE

(25)

where c 1 is an arbitrary constant that can be taken
unity, without loss of generality, and

!r2= (Mk - co)
2- k 2 .

(26)
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The solution of Eq. (5) that satisfies Eq. (19) is

c{o(or)r[oX 1+

h)]

[oX1+

1067

qb•=-iM]•
(•o_Mk)aJm(•)
+rnMl•+kM
1 • atr=l.

h)]r0(or)}

(3o)
(27)

For orthotropic materials, Eqo (30) reduces to

Eliminating r/1from Eqs. (21) and (22) gives

vp=•o(co-Mk)'lv

O•=-i M•(•_Mk)Zj•(•)
O•atr=l .

(28)

Substitutingfor p and v from Eqs. (1) and (3) into Eqso
(20) and (28) and using Eq. (25), we obtain

v• _

p-•
- - (•o
- Mk)
•J•(•)atr =1.

(29)

(31)

Equations (23) and (24) can be combined into

v•/p•= vo/po at r= 1+ b.

(32)

Substitutingfor poand vofrom Eqs. (4) and (6) into Eq.

(32), usingEqo(27), andexpressing
v• in terms of p•

Expressingvpin terms of p• from Eq. (11), we rewrite

from Eq. (11), we obtain the following boundary condi-

Eq. (29) as

tion

,t,l•[•o(l+b)]Y•!•o(l+b+h)]-J•[•o(l+b+h)]Y•[•o(l+
}½•atr=l+b.
½•=-iMil]
;J•[•(i}}•]'F•Si]+b+h)]-J•[oo(l+b+h)]Yo[oo(l+b)]
+rnMl•
l+b+kMla
(33)
For orthotropic materials,

the last two terms in the curly bracket vanish.

The problem is thus reduced to the solution of the eigenvalue problem consisting of Eq. (15) subject to the boundary conditions (30) and (33). The solution of this eigenvalue problem is obtained numerically as described in the
next

section.
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FIG. 2.

Effect of frequency on attenuation rates for no mean

flow; (0,0) mode, M=0, b=0.1, h=0, andal=a2=4.5.

Here,

.Ol

M is the mean flow Mach number, b is the dimensionless thickness of the porous material, h is the dimensionless thickness

of the cavities, and al, a2, and a3 are the dimensionless resis-

FIG. 3. Effect of frequency on attenuation rates for upstream

tivities
tively.

wave propagation;(0,0) mode, M=-0.4,

in the radial,

azimuthal,

and axial directions,

respec-

b=0.1, h=0, al

= a2=4.5.
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FIG. 6. Effect of frequency on attenuationrates for no mean
flow; (1,0)mode, M-0, b=0.1, h--O, al--4.5.

(r•= (r2= 4.5.

IV.

RESULTS

AND DISCUSSIONS

For a given frequency, flow Mach number, liner
properties, and a guessed complex propagation con-

I0i ' ''I....
! ' ' '1....
I ' ' '1''"1
5

stantk, we computed• from Eqo (26) andqbp
and qb•
from Eqso (20), (25), and (31) at r= 1. Then we integrated Eq. (15) by using a fourth-order Runge-Kutta

•=7

routine from r= 1 to r= 1+ bo At r= 1+ b we checked to

see whetherthe boundarycondition,Eq. (33), was satisfied.
.5

If this condition was not satisfied, we guessed

a new value for k using a Newton-Raphson iteration
scheme and repeated the procedure until the boundary
condition was satisfied within a prescribed accuracyø

D

Then, the attenuationD over an axial distance equal to
the duct radius is calculated by using D= 8.7a dB,
where a is the imaginary part of k. The modes are
identified at low frequencies and thereafter the propa-

.I

.05

gation constantof a given mode is required to vary continuously with the frequency provided that there are no
branch

.I

FIG.

5.

.5

I

Effect of axial resistivity

5

I0

50

I00

on attenuation rates as a

function of frequency; (0,0) mode, b=0.1, h=0, M=0.4,
=0-2=4.5.

(r1

cuts.

The present numerical results include the effects of
frequency, convectivemean flow, material resistivities, liner thickness, and cavity model on the attenuation rates.

In all the calculations, we employed/Z

= 0.95, ce= 1, •rij = sij = 0 if i • j and s• = s•.•.= s33= s
=1.4.
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and then decreases. Moreover, the value of (•s for
peak attenuation increases with increasing frequency.
Therefore, the optimum anisotropic liner is a liner
whose axial resistivity increases with increasing frequency, in agreement with the two-dimensional conclu-

5O

sionsof Kurze andV•r •øandNayfehandSun.TM
Figures 6 and 7 compare the attenuations of the low-

est circumferential mode (1, 0) by point-reacting, isotropic, and anisotropic liners for the cases of no mean
flow and upstream propagation with M=- 0.4.
For the
case of a liner that has no cavity and has a fixed depth,

10

the attenuationof the (1, 0) mode producedby an isotropic liner is larger than that produced by an anisotropic liner, in contrast with the attenuations of the

fundamentalmode. However, bulk-reacting liners (isotropic as well as anisotropic) are superior absorbents
to point-reacting liners over a medium frequency range.
Figures 6 and 7 also show that the frequency ranges
over which bulk-reacting liners are superior to pointreacting liners shift to lower frequencies for upstream
propagation.
.5

Figure 8 shows the influence of the circumferential
mode number on the attenuations produced by an anisotropic liner having a fixed depth and no cavity. It is
clear that the attenuation increases with increasing

i

i

i

i

i

i i ,[, J

i

i

100

5O

FIG. 7.

Effect of frequency on attenuation rates for upstream

wave progation; (1,0)mode, M---0.4,

b-0.1,

h-0,

(yl--4.5.

MODE
(2 O) MODE

In Figs. 2-4, we compare the performances of pointreacting liners with those of bulk isotropic and anisotropic liners for the fundamental mode and for the
cases of no mean flow, upstream propagation with M
= - 0.4, and downstream propagation with M = 0. 4, respectively.
These figures show that for a fixed liner
depth and for the case of no-backing cavity, at low frequencies ansitropic liners are superior absorbents to
isotropic liners and isotropic liners are in turn superior absorbents to point-reacting liners.
Moreover, the
frequency range over which bulk-reacting liners are
superior to point-reacting liners extends to much higher frequencies than the frequency range over which anisotropic liners are superior to isotropic liners.
Furthermore,
the frequency ranges over which anisotropic liners are superior to isotropic liners and bulkreacting liners are superior to point-reacting liners
shift to lower frequencies for upstream propagation and
shift to higher frequencies for downstream propagation.

o) MODE

10

D

J

Figure 5 shows that the attenuation of the fundamental
mode by an anisotropic liner is strongly dependent on

the axial resistivity, (•3, of the liner.

5

•

.I

.5

(We note that the

I

5

attenuation of the fundamental mode is independent of

the azimuthal resistivity, •).

This figure also shows

that the attenuation is a strong function of the sound
frequency. For a given frequency and as (•3 increases,
the attenuation first increases, achieves a maximum,

FIG.

8.

Comparison of the attenuation rates of the four lowest

circumferential modes corresponding to the lowest radial mode

for the anisotropicliner; M= - 0.4, b = 0.1, h = 0, al = 4.5,
(y•.= (y3= 0.99.
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glected in modeling the cavities unless their thicknesses are very small, in agreement with the results

I00

of Zorumski. t•
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